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ON THE EUCLIDEAN CONNECTION IN AN
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PF : ®®SfHl&tiH-S Euclidean Connection KOl^-C

§ 1- Introduction.
In the previous paper C 8') 1), we studied the Euclidean connection in an areal space
endowed with (wo-dimensional area, i. e. m=2. In the present paper as the generalization
of the previous case, we shall study the theories with a general case, i. e. l^.m^.n—1.
We define the partial derivatives of a homogeneous function d) of degree p in Pa, as
(7. 7) <?,,c,,,3 = mtf),pl,P^ •••P'&-^-l^p^

2)

where

(7.2) F^p'^^F, pf=F-lF,f,
0.5) PZM=P^--P?^ . Ptw=m!p[l-p^.
The partial derivatives (f\-nmi were employed in the case of p=0 or another forms of

(2. 2) by several authors C2^—C5^.
In § 2 we show that <f>;nm-} is homogeneous of degree p - 1 in pta,, in consequence of
this property the second partial derivatives ^snm-siKm^ can be introduced and these functions
are not of symmetry with i and j. The components of metric m-tensor gto,,y,}w are
represented by algebraic functions of ^,.([,m,.j[,,,]» p and P([,,,] in § 3. We define the
Euclidean connection as Dgn^,^^=0 then the connection parameters C^^ and F^k
are determined unequally by the fundamental function and its derivatives under convenient
conditions in § 4. The three kind of curvature tensors RIJM, Piskr.mv and Si3^,,^^ are obtained in § 5.

§ 2. The partial derivatives.
Let us consider the function (Ii(x, p») which satisfies relations
-7) Number in bracket refers to the references at the. end of the paper.

2) We take the notations Ff= 9F/9p',,, (?,f= QS/Sp's,, <S,?,S, =8:<P/3A 9^ throughout present
paper, where Latin indices i, j, k, I, etc. run over 1, 2, ••• , n, but Greek indices a, P, t, 8, etc.,
over 1,2, ••• ,m, n~>m.
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(2.7) <^p,=t,<p^.
After not so complicated calculations we obtain mm! (Pa dp^\ o| ••••••% = <I>S dply, = d'?,

from which we can get without difficulty
Theorem C2. 0. ^/" a function (f>^x,pla) is homogeneous of degree p in pa,, the
partial derivatives satisfy the relations
(2. 2) (P,^ d/o"' = d<P, (D ,„„„ ^ic"^ = ,«<?•>.

Differentiating both sides of (2. 2~) with respect to p^ we have
a n< „ 9F [y ^a] nm P ^ _ nS n»l -L V-1W a S I)?1 S 71^ = — 71? »°i
''^s
p'n •=^l'>"iay' P!,'J = ~p"jpT +^ ^J,?' P!,'j lj:f = ~Pi uy '

consequently we obtain Pnm^jpi = —Pnms °%i these equations tell. us
Theorem C2.2> Pumi is homogeneous of degree -1 in p'aDifferentiating both sides of (2. 1') with respect to p3, we obtain (I>,^P'fi = plfl,yjllt
— (^>t5 °h from which we have on using the second relations of (2. 3)

(2. 4) (3^1,^ •••7^/9POP^=C"-^^^,^--'<^
(2.4) tells us that <t),[^Pts'"PTm] is homogeneous of degree (p—2) in/3^, consequently
by means of Theorem C2. 2~} we have
Theorem C2.3^. Z/ (9 ;'s a function of homogeneous of degree p in Pis, then <^,icm3
("s homogeneous of degee p—1 in p<», i.e.

(2. 5) (a<P,^/W Pi-^P-l^^m ^ .
In virtue of Theorems ^2. 2^ and C2. 3^1 we can define the second and third partial
derivatives of (9, and from Theorem C^.-Zj there are relations among them
(2. 6) <y,.w,.x»^["'J = (P - 7) <^c»a , <i}^,,^,^M PkM = CP - 2) <2';(M,.^ .

After not so complicated calculations we obtain on using of the second relations of

C2.3) and (1.1')
(2. 7) <P,^,.^ ° "i<ir',ic.>,:.5, A • • -P^ - (^ - 1XP -1^^ PJM

-^^^^•-P'&P^ --P^ -m^m-l^m+p-^ <P,^p^ •••p^p^
- m(m - l')p^,[}, p}, • • -P^Pw +P<r(.m - 7)(m2 +mp -m - p + 7)p, Mpjw
+m2(m - 7)F-1(^, ^ . . .p^,F,&,^,p5,.. .7%L

- m\m - l^pW-lF,^ ^ p^ pM,.. .p^,,
from which we can get without difficulty by means of (2. 3)
(.2. 5) <P,w,-^ - <V,mw = (m - -0 i ^,.<C»,^,M + m2^,y, ^,2, • • .^,S, p5,.. .pS j

-cycl (y).
From (2, S) we have
1) See [5] Theorem €-?.<?].
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Theorem C2.4^1. An areal space is Finsler or Riemannian one, when and only

when the partial differential operation with any function is commutative for the
order.

Multiplying the both sides of (2. S) jo10"3 and summing for /, from (.2. 3) we have
(2. 9) ( ff',,^,^ - <p..,M^ya = o.

§ 3. Metric m-tensor and unit m-vector.
If we put L in (2. 2), (2. 6'), (2. 7) and (2.9) instead of S, because of the fundamental function L is homogeneous of degree two in pcs, we have
(3. 7) L,^,.^ =^,,^,.(c»d s=2£(7 +m-m2-)p^p^ +m2FF,^,^ p^ • • •^p^ • • -p^,
)iCm? nKvf] ^

',-i(in1;JQiS^~ " r~"" c=-^ ,

,Km1 ^

',lM!j[m3iWm3 1J" =u •

(3. 2), (.3. 2) and (3. 3) show that 4.i[m:i,.x,n:) satisfies Iwamoto's relations1) which are
satisfied by the metric m-tensor giimi,ji:mi , but we can not take L;nm-}iKmi for metric
m-tensor instead of gtw,w However we can express gnmwcmi bV function of L^,^,^
and Pitm\
Let Fff be Legendre's form of F, i. e., Fff = F-1 F,f,ij - pf pij + pe paj, after some
calculations we have
'(US _ yt»@ _ nflinS

tj = ^ij — //i7^,

'•a f, — E'-2^,,,^2r , nil. .. r>i'»-l^<»+l. ..n<"lT.Jl.. .nJ'P-lnJP+1. . .n^llt

where A^s^ '= t1 -\nvJ°Lliit"^i}i"ii P'i'' 'P'a-ip'a^'' 'Pm'P'i" 'PcT-i'Py+\' • • •Pw'i'.

From (3. 4) the metric m-tensor gn,n],jw can be represented by Xff, for examle in the
case of m=2, we have

(5. 5) ^,,, =L( - 2p,,p,, + 2pg pEI. ^^ + ^ X^.
The contravariant components git'"'3'Ktm3 of the metric m-tensor gnm^jtmi are deduced

by the relations gtw,K^ glw'kw = (.m.'')''S^...Sy. If we define unit contravariant and
covariant m-vectors respectively as the relations I31"0 = F-lpiE"u, l^,^ = F~lL;n,^, there
are the relations among them giw,jw l"-'"il^m~> =1, giw,]ml =hw

§ 4. Eudidean Connection Parameters.
We shall determine the connection parameters according to the way taken in Finsler
and Cartan spaces.
At first we show the relations used in following calculations : Let V 3 be a function
providing two components i and j, then we have without difficulty
-Z) See C7], [4] (9.2), (9.2).
2) See [7J, [2] (3. .76), C3] {1.14-).
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(4.7) m!8^S^§^...S^=n^n-iy-^n-m+I^,
(4.2) m!8^ %...%]=^;(re-J)(?-2)...(ra-7?+7),
(4. 5) 7»/ ^ %...o1;;°- ^(ra-^(ra-2)...( n-m+1^,
(4. 4) 7»/ ^ o?; 3^...%?=(re-2)(ra-3)...( n-7?+l)(^ 3?; - ^0.
Let us consider an intrinsic covariant vector Xi and introduce into this space an
absolute derivation for the vector in the form

(4. 5) DX, = dXt - F,\ X,, dxa - C,\^ X^ dp^m\
From the first relation of (2. 2) we can deformed (4. 5)
DX, = (a,, x, - r,\ J,) d^ + ex,,^ - ca^ x^dpw.
If we define the Euclidean connection as Dgi^^^-y "0, then we have
)agttm1vJW = 2-i^.1 ip a §1 fW WCml + 1 ]p a gnm^)(my.b)) •>
p
8tWiKm1;Hm1 =2-l^t^P fpn] g'![™3(h)^[m] + L'jp IC>»] g'i[™3'.t[™Xi')^p

In order to derive the connection parameters Cia^,,^ from the fundamental function and
its derivatives in the considered domain, we assume that following relations which
corespond, in Finsler and Cartan spaces, to Cyj^=0, are satisfied in the domain
'If, k[m) glC.mlWjm '= 2-IL'JP • Ktml gt(.m],Jl:myb) •

p

p

Multiplying both sides of (4. 7) gKm'-iw and summing for ^p,y we have

m

ktm],Jtm1 _ 9^,n^2 V /~ It ^?r..Km3
gt [TO], .ICllt] ,.;[t»] g-k-" '•"•"-•' =z(iniy ^ ^;P"(PI>] Oi[i;ix'6')"p-1

Putting ky=iy,---,k,,t=i,,, on above equations and summing for same indices making us of

(4.3) and (4. 4) we have
(4. 70) C,a,,,,,, = ^C'»./)C»-^"<"-^)J-l{C"-^^4...^,^),.<c,,og-ai'-<""w

-m-^g,^,^,,wglw^\
Since gn:mi,Kmj is homogeneous of degree zero in pa, if we put A^\,,^ =F~'lC^a^ then
4,°;c,n:) may be homogeneous of degree zaro and from (-4. 10) satisfies the relations
a n?.[»U _

'b llml P ~ ~ =t/-

Because of Theorem ^2. l~i and (.4.11) relation (4.5) reduce to

(4. 12-) DX, = (3,Z. - F,\ X,~)dxa + (_X,^ -A,\^ X^dl^m,
where ^'iiycmi = ^-l^;;x"u • Multiplying (4.9) pl:'":l and summing with respect to jcmi
considering the relations gtw,ji:m-i;s:wPtm =aol), we have

.7) Since gn:m-),)i.ml is homogeneous) of degree zero in p^; , gitmi,.n«a;kt»ii coincides with partial
derivativ of gi[m->,}c.m] in sense of definition of A. KAWASUOHI, See [3] (-?.9), [4] (.9.2).
11 —
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(4. 73) SCipi'%»3 pkik.-kp-, k^r-k,n =0.
p

From above equations we can determine the base connection
(4. 74) £>;ic1" = rfZ'c"" + F^m\ dxa, where ro'c'"» = S^a "» Z'l-^-i^'p+r""".
p

From (4.24) relations of (4. 12) are reduced to
(4. 75) DX, = Z,,, dxa + X,^ Dljw ,
Where ^I'a ~=-'Sa,^l~ •l-l.a^-b^-^-iyw^ a a, ^t|^C"U =^i.?i0 —^iJ[™]-^a,
t.r = F" _ ,4.". . r'_X'"l

i a = i i a~ •n-l jvm ^ 0" a.

Xfa, and Xr.^mi are the covariant derivatives of the vector X, in sense of the Euclidean
connection. From (4. 13) we have
wicno „ r <c'"i

0 - a =-i I) a.

In order to derive the parameters F i si, from fundamental functions, we introduce the
conditions which are supposed in Finsler and Cartan spaces

(4.78) n^n,.
We must solve (4. 6) for PVic under above conditions, but this purpose is complicate,
so we confine ourselves in a case m=2.

If the space is regular, we have the metric tensor with 4-index ^i,ju. s(n—-0-l
(ra-2)-1 ^g-ti,^s g"y"ls g,,(k,9\,.', -g'dct.j);)) which is symmetric not only in the indices

;' and j as will as k and I but also in the pairs of indices (j,j) and {k, 0 and degenerates
fro g.ij gw for a metric spacel)
Since /ly,M consists of gw,,ca and ga'"c'\ so we have DA, j^,. =0, i. e.,

(4. IP) a^,^, = r;"» A,,^ + r^ A,,,,, + n\ A.^, + r,", A,^ + Aw ^ r,", r".

If we put
(4. 20) ?-^ =^-yla^' (a^,,,,, +a,^,, -a»/i.«,,0,
then )'ilj is symmetric in the indices k and j and for a metric areal space coincide with
the Christoffel symbol constructed of gij.
If we put (.4.19') in the right hand member of (4.20) after not so complicated
calculations we obtain on using of (4.2S)

(4.27) ?-^°^^%,
where B% - {o% + ^AIM A^,. ^ - Aae"1 A^,,,, ) + ^l-\2Aael'lo^A,,,^
-AdeeiA^^^\.

7) See [.7:1, p 3S, (.5.19').

— 12 —
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If we assume that the 2w2-rowed determinant W constructed of W1^ with respect to the
systems of indices {abc') and (j.jk') does not vanish in the considered domain, the

quantities ^?/,S will be determied uniquely as the solutions of the system of equations ;
^% WV^ = °?<?,c>- In a Riemannian space, there exist the relations W1^ " <% and
W= \8ta, S"i 8ck I =1. Multiplying the both sides of (,4. 21) W'^ and summing with respect

to i, j and k we get
(4.22) Ha,n=n\^^.
§ 5. The curvature tensors.
The curvature tensors of the Euclidean connection Rt"jK, Pta]Wk, Si\mwmi are obtained
in usual way as the coefficients of the equations which are given by the difference of two
absolute derivations.
From (,4.24) and (.4.17) the derivation of Xi corresponding to different di is
expressed by

(5. J) ^j, = (a,z, - x^r^m\yix,? + Zi.^zvc'"3,
from which, equation (4.5) is rewritten £>A " d^ - F^X^x'1 - A^X ,D,ljcm\
From (5.2) and (,4.14') after simple calculations we have

(5. 2) DDX,
= - x^w^, - n^H^ - r% r!i, »~)d,xad^
t2» ' "' '" """ —"—" - - -^ •
-*" _a 4 » -i_ /"*ic»o 4 » _L r*<2 /f c
•c^' i a;|/[m.] — "d -n-l jf.ml ~V 1 0 a-n-l .KmWH.nO 'T 1 t a-^a Km3
."., . r*c ~\nj.-i<-m~l fiv"

li /[in] 1 a a.

C2 13

c . _ d a /fc ^nyfcmin/^o'o _ v /i s ^ni.iw
'•c^i'.HmWW ~^li'!!.m1 ^1 JCmlJL"'"~""L"'""" ~ A S^l'Km~SaL"-'""" •

[12]

[2

U

cmi „ rvira.r ;'p-_ r*ir^.. . r*xmT\ jir"k---im

C2 1]

p

'?'t |i-i (U ~ •I 7; [a|j[)»J ± u' w.

•*;'p ^\lvk--- im] j ~] ^a,
k Ctt ± 0 6.] ).

[1 23

+ i^^l,c»^" " "" + l'^a8h'~'8^~-\8^'''8^^mwd^

-*;'p ]tT"k---im _i_ r'z'p A;i.. .^/p-i szp+i.. .^'"iM n/o">] ^.^(E

From above two equations we can get without difficulty by means of (5. 2~) and (5. 3)
c nw'o^v.a
(5. 3) 2DD X, - - X^R^ + A,c,,^ R^t\^dxadx11 - 2X,Pf^Dl^'adxa.
cr I JfyiM'-'t'" "•'* •
a

2]

12

"

[2

)]
[2 n

.c- . n/w'u n/xmj

'i jt[m],J[»n3 •"" 1-"' i
c — <)/"^ r**c _i_ P*ti /'»C _L /"'*»• P*([»l]-

•i lia = •^^"[b-1 ft) iQ T i t co,' |t;| ft] T- t i ?]«[DO^ B ~ a}J,

PicjWa = —^0[»u.a +^ <a!|X™3 + ^•I'kim} C.S-^O a.'.I.K.iW I Ar"d-"^™),
p
'k ttmljimj ='^-fllc KmWW —-elK iC"i] •flit ]WJ —^J"^1'^.1' J J~

13 —
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